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IntroductIon
The need for comprehensive and repeatable system-level testing of embedded systems can present major 
economic and technical challenges to systems and test engineers.  It often involves combining real hardware 
components with a software simulation model to perform hardware-in-the-loop (HIL) simulation and testing.  This 
technique is essential in evaluating and verifying systems that cannot easily or safely be tested in a real operating 
environment and where testing extends to failure mode analysis of the system.

The HIL simulation concept has many applications from a relatively simple AC temperature controller to a more 
complex system such as an aircraft re-fuelling system.  HIL simulation requires real time interaction with the 
software simulation model that represents part of the system environment under test.

The progress in numerical simulation methods and high-performance computing provides thermo-fluid system 
engineers with greater power to gain insights into their systems’ performance through the exploration of multiple 
system configurations.  In many cases, complex simulations are not able to run natively in real time, which makes 
the software solution unsuitable for coupling with an HIL environment.  Therefore an alternative approach is 
needed.

This paper describes the Design of Experiments approach used in the Mentor Graphics 1D thermo-fluid simulation 
software Flowmaster V7 to address the issue providing simulation results in real-time.  Mentor Graphics has 
collaborated with EnginSoft in order to implement the creation of Response Surface models within the Flowmaster 
GUI.  This framework allows for the creation of meta-models of a full simulation model to be exported as C code or 
as MATLAB™ S-Functions suitable for use in a HIL environment or as the backend code to a runtime model of the 
system.  The latter when implemented as a portable runtime version with a dashboard interface provides a useful 
tool allowing non-experts to review the results of a simulation model analysis and understand a system’s behavior 
more easily.

Meta-Models and the desIgn of experIMents approach
Using Flowmaster V7, engineers can employ a Design of Experiments technique to perform a series of simulations 
that can be used to create a Response Surface that interpolates all intermediate points.  This surface represents a 
model of the original model; in other words, it is a meta-model that can be used to analyze the global problem 
over a defined range of input conditions.

The meta-models are created from parametric studies in which one or more input variables are varied in 
combination to determine the effects on selected output parameters.  The advantage of using the Design of 
Experiments technique is that fewer calculations need to be performed to produce a well-distributed set of 
simulation results.

The following diagram illustrates the C Code generation and real time integration workflow in Flowmaster V7.

                                                                                        Fig 1 Real-time integration workflow in Flowmaster V7
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constructIng a Meta-Model
Constructing a useful meta-model starting from a reduced number of simulations is not a trivial task.  Mathematical 
and physical soundness, computational costs, and prediction errors are not the only points to take into account 
when developing meta-models.  When using meta-models, engineers should always keep in mind that this 
instrument allows a faster analysis than the complex engineering models, but interpolation and extrapolation 
introduce a new element of error that must be managed carefully.

These are the steps to using meta-models for engineering design, starting from a validated system model:

 ■ First, formulate the problem and identify the problem’s parameters; this may include specifying the names 
and bounds of the variables that will be part of the design.

 ■ If the original simulation is computationally intensive and the use of the meta-model is necessary, choose the 
number and type of designs for which it is more convenient to run the original simulation model.

 ■ Use output responses to build meta-models.

 ■ Validate the meta-models.

 ■ Finally, use response prediction for determining new conditions.

The number of input parameters multiplied by the number of simulations forms the table of the training points 
used to construct the meta-models.  If the training points are not carefully chosen, the fitted model can be poor 
and influence the final results.

generatIng Inputs for the Meta-Model
In Flowmaster V7, a “Latin Square” method is used to generate unique combinations of distributed points in the 
domain.

Latin Square is a Design of Experiments algorithm based on Latin Squares, mathematical objects first investigated 
by Euler starting from 1782, in which numbers are never repeated in columns and rows.  The number of generated 
designs is n2, where n is the number of different levels that we want to consider for the input.  This approach 
produces a balanced list of experiments, where all points should be run the same number of times for each one of 
the n levels.

The final number of required simulations is thus independent from the number of input variables; this represents 
an enormous advantage compared to other factorial methods generating regular grids.  In fact, when n is the 
number of levels for the m input, full factorial requests n to the power of m points and this number grows 
exponentially accordingly to the number of variables.  For example, with three variables and five levels, 25 points 
are required using the Latin Square method, compared with 125 points using a full factorial approach.

Creating this kind of experiment allows engineers to populate the input data grid in the software with sets of 
unique values over a specified range simply by entering the lower and upper bounds for each defined parameter.
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fIttIng the Meta-Model
The output responses from running the simulations with these inputs are used to fit a meta-model.  Meta-model 
fitting involves specifying the type and functional form of the meta-model and then saving, evaluating, and 
comparing different responses.  Radial basis functions (RBFs) are used in the software because of the high 
tractability for these models.  Moreover, empirical evidence shows that such models give good predictions even 
with the reduced number of training points.  RBFs are simply linear combination of radial functions centered at 
experimental points x_i:
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Several different radial functions Φ are available in the literature; however, we opted for a subset of functions: 
Gaussians, Duchon’s Polyharmonic Splines, Hardy’s MultiQuadrics, and Inverse MultiQuadrics (IMQ).  This list 
guarantees a good degree of freedom for interpolating several different problems.

                                                                                     Fig 2 Flowmaster V7 Response Surface with Hardy’s Radial Basis Function
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evaluatIng and assessIng the Meta-Model
Assessing the meta-model involves evaluating the performance of the models, as well as the choice of an 
appropriate validation strategy.  Validation is a fundamental part of the modeling process.  Engineers may use 
residual charts and other statistical information at their disposal for evaluating the accuracy of the meta-models.  
This is necessary to understand the behavior of the model, improve it when necessary by adding additional 
simulations, or redefine the region of interest.

The maximum absolute error may be used as a measure to provide information about extreme performances of 
the model.  The mean absolute error that is the sum of the absolute errors divided by number of data points may 
even be used; it is measured in the same units as the original data.  RBFs fit exactly the training points so we need a 
smart approach to check the goodness of the model.  The error is estimated with the “leave one out” technique in 
which one point is left out of the training and kept as a measure of the error.  In turn, each point of the 
experimental set is excluded from the interpolation and used to evaluate the residuals.  This approach provides a 
good estimate of the global error.

exportIng the Meta-Model
The meta-model is used to predict responses at untried inputs.  Having derived the meta-model that defines the 
system response, the last step is to export it to C code or MATLAB™ S-Functions.  These forms are both suitable for 
use in a real-time environment.  The C code also can be used to derive a runtime model with a dashboard interface. 
The dashboard interface would provide the facility of being able to enter input values within the range of the 
model and immediately see the output results allowing sharing and use of the model results with non-experts.

applIcatIon exaMple
The main application areas for hardware-in-the-loop simulation are in the design of Electronic Control Units where 
the controller is connected to a real time simulator.  This provides a way of testing control systems over the full 
range of operating conditions including failure modes both cost effectively and safely.  Application examples come 
from a range of industries such as Automotive, where HIL real time modeling is used in the design and evaluation 
of electronic control systems optimized for hybrid and electric vehicle applications and in the design of vehicle AC 
and cooling systems.  It is also applicable to the Aerospace industry for the design of aircraft refuelling systems.

The example network shown below in Fig 3 is a simplified automotive engine cooling system, where the engine is 
represented by a heat source transmitted into the cooling system via a thermal bridge component.  The flow 
passes through a heat exchanger and there is a bypass line controlled by a set of globe valves that represent the 
thermostat.

The primary circuit consists of a pump, a heat source, a set of globe valves, a cross-flow heat exchanger and a 
pressure source that pressurizes the system.  The bypass line includes a globe valve, component C4, which controls 
the amount of fluid that passes through the heat exchanger by modulating between position 0 and 1.  If the valve 
is in position 0, then a quantity of flow will pass through the bypass line and if the valve is in position 1, then the 
entire flow passes through the heat exchanger.

In this study, we want to characterize the cooling system network performance for a range of pump speeds, air 
flows over the radiator and engine heat outputs.  We also want to include the effects of various valve positions for 
the bypass line from fully closed to fully open.
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The following four input parameters are defined for the network.

 ■ [Pump Speed] Mixed Flow Pump, C16

 ■ [Air Flow] Flow Source, C14

 ■ [Engine Heat Output] Heat Flow Source, C1

 ■ [Valve_C4] Valve Opening, C4

The output parameters are defined as:

 ■ Top Hose Temperature (Thermal Bridge C2, Node 2)

 ■ Pump Flow Rate (Mixed Flow Pump, C16)

                                                                                                                         Fig 3 Simple Automotive Cooling System
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In Flowmaster V792, we can generate the inputs to the required simulations using a Latin Square algorithm.  This 
method provides a good distribution of results values within the domain that are suitable for creating a bounded 
Response Surface model.

The normal procedure would be to use Latin Square to generate input values based on the bounds entered for 
each of the defined input parameters.  However, as the model is to include valve states, from fully open to fully 
closed, any corresponding single Response Surface would show large errors due to interpolation across the open/ 
closed valve boundary conditions.  To overcome this, Flowmaster V7 allows discrete values to be used for any input 
parameter, in this case the valve, and combines the Latin Square values with each of the discrete values.  A 
Response Surface can then be generated using any two inputs parameters, an output parameter for each discrete 
value of valve opening.

Here a Latin Square of ten levels is considered which generates 100 simulations i.e. n2 simulations, where n is the 
number of different levels.  Using four discrete values for the valve component C4 of 0, 0.3, 0.6 and 1 will produce a 
total of 400 steady state simulations.

For this model the following values are used

Once the 400 simulations are completed, Response Surfaces for each output variable can be created using the 
following radial basis functions:

1. Gaussian

2. Duchon’s Polyharmonic Splines

3. Hardy’s MultiQuadrics

4. Inverse MultiQuadrics

This list of radial functions guarantees a good degree of freedom for interpolating several different types of 
problems.  An option of ‘All’ is provided which will automatically determine and display the best fit RBF.  The result 
of applying a RBF to the simulation results is shown in Fig. 5.

                                                                                                                                     Fig 4 Experiment input values
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The Deviation Details tool provides an immediate and simple evaluation of the goodness-of-fit of each Response 
Surface on the basis of its deviation.  As shown in Fig 6 and Fig 7 the best Response Surfaces for the flow through 
the pump and through the heat exchanger are those computed with Gaussian RBF while the best Response 
Surface for the temperature in the primary circuit is the one computed with Hardy’s MultiQuadrics.

                                                                                                                             Fig 5 Response Surface View

                                                                                     Fig 6 Deviations of Response Surface for the flow rate through the pump
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                                                                         Fig 7 Deviations of Response Surface for temperature downstream of heat source

Each combination of results for the defined inputs, each output at a defined valve position and a selected radial 
basis function can be saved as a meta-model.  The meta-models can be exported as C code or as MATLAB™ 
S-Functions either of which is suitable for use in a real-time simulation or as the backend to a dashboard interface.

conclusIon
The collaboration between EnginSoft and Mentor Graphics has resulted in the implementation of a Design of 
Experiments approach to Response Surface modeling in Flowmaster V7.  It provides for the creation of meta-
models within the Flowmaster GUI based on Latin Square Experiments that can be exported as C code or as 
MATLAB™ S-Functions suitable as the backend code to a runtime model of the system or for use in an HIL 
environment.

The ability to characterize a system’s behavior in exported code opens up a wide range of possibilities, such as 
creating a simple dashboard that allows non-expert users to understand and predict system performances, 
inserting the code into a hardware-in-the-loop logic, or embedding the code into other codes for co-simulations.
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